REGULARITY OF LABEL-SEQUENCES UNDER
CONFIGURATION TRANSFORMATIONS
BY

T. N. E. GREVILLEC1)

1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to develop a set of transformations to be applied to a label-sequence,
or a set of such sequences,
yielding a single, new sequence, and to show that certain essential properties
of the sequences are almost always preserved under such transformations.
This result, like other less general theorems previously given by other writers,
provides a new kind of justification for the use of the classical rules for the
combination
of probabilities.
These transformations
are defined by setting
up certain correspondences between configurations of elements in the original
sequences and single elements in the sequence resulting from the transformation. The set of transformations
considered will be shown to include as special
cases the four fundamental
operations in terms of which the rules for the combination of probabilities have been formulated analytically by von Mises(2),
as well as the operations used by Copeland, Reichenbach,
and Popper in
defining classes of canonical sequences.
The concept of the configuration
transformation
was first suggested by a
consideration of the problem of "sets of games." A limited application of the
principle to certain simple cases was made in an earlier paper in which it
was stated, on the authority of von Mises himself, that his methods were not
applicable to the formulation of such problems(3). He has since pointed out(4),
however, that the general "set-of-games"
problem can be handled by means
of a suitable combination
of the operations of selection, mixing, and combination. A more general class of problems can be dealt with through the
transformations
of this paper; and, in any case, it is convenient to work with
a single type of operation which includes all the others as special cases. Moreover, it simplifies the treatment of complicated problems to express them in
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infinite)

num-

ber.
My results as to the invariance of certain properties of sequences under
configuration
transformations
include as special cases most of the theorems
previously proved on the existence of the collective. For the methods used in
arriving at these results, I am much indebted to Kolmogoroff,
Feller, and

Doob(6).
2. The configuration

transformation.

Let [tti, 7r2, • • • ] be a set (finite or

denumerable)
of arbitrary sets, each containing more than one element, which
will be called label-spaces. Let x = [xi, x2, • • • ] be a set of infinite labelsequences, Xi = x*i\ xf\ • • • , each sequence x< being composed of elements
of the set 7r,-.
A transformation
on the set x will be defined by means of a configuration
function^) /(c), in which c denotes a finite configuration
of elements of the
product-space
7r = :riXirsX • • ■ . It is assumed that/(c)
is defined for some,
but not necessarily all, finite configurations
of elements of w. The "values"
of/(c) may be any arbitrary elements.
From the sequence of configurations:
c\, c2, ■ • • , in which cr is the configuraticn formed by the first r elements of all the sequences x,-, select the
subsequence
cr„ c,2, • • • consisting of those configurations
cr for which /(cr)
is defined. Finally, form the sequence y = T(x) =/(cri), /(cr2), • • • . This defines the configuration transformation
T. The label-space p, consisting of all
possible "values" of /(c), will be assumed to contain more than one element.
As an example of a configuration
transformation,
consider two players
simultaneously
throwing dice, who agree that A is to win a bet if he throws
a one before B throws a six. Otherwise, B wins; but if both throw their numbers on the same toss, it is not counted. Here, tt\ and 7r2 each consist of the
integers 1 to 6, and it consists of all the possible pairs of such integers, while p
consists of the two labels A and B. The configurations
for which the function
/(c) is defined are those finite sequences of pairs of integers 1 to 6 terminating
with a pair whose first member is 1 or whose second member is 6, but not
both./(c) has the value A in the former case, B in the latter.
The four fundamental
operations of von Mises, place selection, partition,
mixing, and combination, are all particular types of configuration
transformations. The first three are all operations on a single sequence. A place selection
can be defined(7) by means of a configuration
function g{c) defined for all
finite configurations,
and restricted to the values 1 and 0. A sequence x' is
selected from the sequence x by adopting the rule that any element x(i) is
(5) Kolmogoroff [l], Feller [l], Doob [tj.
(*) Configuration functions have previously been used by Wald [l], Doob [l], Feller [l],
and Ville [l ] , as a means of defining position selections.

(') Wald [1, pp. 38-39]; Doob [l, pp. 364-365]; Feller [l, p. 89]; Ville [l, pp. 41-42].
See also von Mises [l, p. 75].
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selected if and only if g(xn\ x(2), • • • , x('~1)) = l. This operation can be regarded as a configuration
transformation
by merely including the element
selected in the configuration, considering the label-spaces ir and p as identical.
The operation of mixing(8) consists in grouping together certain sets of
labels and agreeing to represent all the members of a given group or set by
a single label. The operation of partition consists(9) in selecting from a sequence x a subsequence composed of all those elements belonging to some
subset 7 of tt. The operation of combination(l0)
consists in combining a set
(finite or denumerable)
of sequences
[xi, x2, • • • ] into a single sequence
whose elements are points in a multi-dimensional
space having as coordinates the corresponding elements of the individual sequences. All these operations are clearly particular cases of the configuration transformation.
3. A measure theory. Every set of label-sequences x= [xi, x2, • • ■ ] may
be regarded as a point of the infinite product-space
II =7rX7rX ■ • ■ . In order
to facilitate the study of the behavior of sequences under configuration
transformations, a measure theory on II will be developed. It will be assumed that
there exists a field
consisting of subsets of tt and including w itself, and a
non-negative,
additive set function p(y), defined on <£, such that p(ir) = \..
It will be assumed further that p(y) is absolutely continuous: that is, if there
is a monotone sequence 7O7O
• • • approaching
the null set as limit, then

lim p(yk) - 0.
*->«>
According to a well known extension theorem of Banach(u),
a set function
p{y) having the above properties can be extended into an absolutely additive
set function defined on a Borel field <i>'(12).The function so obtained will be
called the Borel extension (12) of the function £(7).

We shall follow Kolmogoroff in calling the set g=XiXXo.X • • ■ XX„Xtt
XttX

• • • , where each X<is an element

of tt, a cylinder-set(n)

and we define P(g) = £(Xi)p(X2) ■ • • p(X„). Lomnicki

and

on the space II;

Ulam(14) have

shown that a set function thus defined can be extended into an absolutely
additive (and therefore absolutely continuous) measure function defined on a

Borel field F consisting of subsets of Q. Obviously, -P(II) = 1.
If the sequences
(8) von Mises

x\, x2, • • ■ are independent,

it is possible

to begin by

[l.P- 76].

(•) von Mises [l, p. 86].
(10) von Mises [l, p. 94].

(») See Kolmogoroff [l, pp. 15-16], Feller [l, p. 90].
(12) A Borel field is one having the property

that every set which is the sum of a denumer-

able infinity of sets of the field belongs to the field. See Kolmogoroff [l, pp. 15-16].
(13) Kolmogoroff [l, p. 25 ] uses the term cylinder-set in a somewhat broader sense. We shall
therefore designate as a simple cylinder-set a set of the simple product type used here. See also

Feller [l, p. 90].
(") Lomnicki and Ulam [l, p. 252]. Kolmogoroff
for the case of a Euclidean space. See also Doob [l ].

[l, p. 27] has also proved this theorem
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assuming the existence on each space Wi of a set function pi(yi), defined on a
field <£,•,having the required properties. A unique measure function p(y) on
a field <!>is then obtained by the same process used in developing the function P(g). p(y) automatically
possesses the necessary properties.
In order for this measure on II to be of use in the study of configuration
transformations,
it is necessary to limit consideration
to configuration
functions /(c) which are measurable.
Consider a finite product-set
s=XiXX2
X • • • XX„(15) on the w-dimensional product-space
pXpX • • • Xp. Let E,
denote the point set on II consisting of sets of sequences x = [xi, x2, • • • ]
such that the configuration formed by the first n elements of the corresponding sequence y belongs to s. Further, let E,m denote the subset of E, consisting
of those points x for which the configuration
c associated with the element
yW (through the relation /(c) =y{n)) contains m elements. If there exists a
field
consisting of subsets of p including p itself, and such that, for every
such set s formed from elements of ^ and for every m, the corresponding
set
E,m belongs to the field F, the configuration
function /(c) is said to be measurable on ty, and the transformation
T is called a measurable transformation.
In the case of a selection, this definition can be shown to be equivalent
to

that given by Feller(16).
4. The regularity theorem. In studying the behavior of sequences under
configuration
transformations,
we are interested in the frequency with which
certain sets of elements appear in the transformed
sequence. We shall develop a measure function on the transformed label-space p, based on the structure of the transformation
T, which will indicate what frequencies are to be
expected for these sets on an a priori basis. The measure theory already developed on II will make it possible to determine whether our expectations
are
satisfactorily met. In general we shall consider this to be the case if the set of
untransformed
sequence-sets
not producing the proper frequencies
in the
transformed sequence is of measure zero on II. In order to secure a suitable
measure function on the transformed space, it is necessary to impose certain
further (although as shown later, not too severe) limitations
on the transformations which may be considered.
A measurable configuration transformation
T will be called endometric if
there exists an additive set function 5(5), defined for every set 5 of SF, such
that g(p)gl,
and having the property that, for every finite product-set
s=XiXX2X • • • XX„ formed from sets of "9,

(1)
The

P(E.) ^ <z(X,)<7(X2)
■ • ■ <z(X„).
function

q(8) will be called

the expected frequency

of the set

5. Let

(16) We shall always use the ordinary multiplication
sign to indicate a multi-dimensional
product-set and the dot to indicate the set-product or common part of a group of sets.

(u) Feller [l,p. 90].
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the number

of elements,

out of the first n elements

of y, which

belong to 5.
Theorem
1. If T is an endometric configuration transformation,
and 5 is
a set of the field 9, then, for almost every point x of TL,either the sequence y = T(x)
terminates after a finite number of elements, or else(11)

(2)

lim N-leN{o, y) = q(8).

Let Mn,k denote the set of points of II for which the sequence y = T(x)
contains at least n elements and exactly k of the first n elements belong to 8.
Let i) denote the set p—8. Then, since T is endometric, q(p) =q(8) +3(17) ^ 1.

Hence q{ri) ^l—q(8).

It follows from (1) that

P(M».0 g C,.*[g(«)]*[l- ?(«)]*-*•
By a well known property
set

of the binomial

£
n=N

E

expansion(18),

the measure

of the

Mn,k

\k/n-q(S)\>t

approaches zero as N tends to infinity, for every positive e. Therefore the
point set on II for which the upper or the lower limit of N^d^S,
y) differs
from q(8) by more than e has the measure zero.
This theorem leaves something to be desired, since it implies that a transformed sequence terminating
after a finite number of elements is quite as
satisfactory
as an infinite sequence having the expected frequency for the
set 5. By imposing certain additional requirements
on T, this defect can be
eliminated. A measurable transformation
T will be called complete if, for almost every point x of II, the sequence y = T(x) contains an infinite number
of elements. A transformation
will be called holomelric if it is both endometric
and complete. A point x on II such that the sequence y = T(x) does not terminate, and such that (2) holds for every set 5 of ST/will be called a regular point
under T. A set function /(a) defined on a field A will be called denumerably
ordered if there exists a denumerable
set of sets bk {k = \, 2, • • • ), all contained in A, such that for every set a of -4(19),

(3)

f(a) = G.L.B./0») = L.U.B.f(bk).

The following theorem
above definitions:
(l7) This theorem

follows immediately

from Theorem

1 and from the

was proved by Feller [l, pp. 89-93 ] for the case in which T is a selection.

(") Borel [1, p. 4] Feller [l, p. 93].
(19) This condition

was used by Feller [l, p. 89]. G. L. B. denotes "greatest

L. U. B., "least upper bound."

lower bound";
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Theorem
2. If a configuration transformation
T is holometric with respect
to a function g(6) which is denumerably ordered on a field 9, then almost every
point of II is regular under T.

5. Iteration

of configuration

transformations.

It follows from the defini-

tion of a configuration
transformation
that if y = T(x) and z = T'(y), T' being
one-dimensional,
then there exists a configuration
transformation
T" such
that z=T"(x).
Therefore, any finite sequence of configuration
transformations in which all but the first are one-dimensional
can be replaced by a single
configuration
transformation.
In order to discuss the behavior of y under T', it is necessary to define a
satisfactory
measure function on the label-space p. The requirement
that T
be endometric is not quite adequate, as it does not impose sufficient limitation on q{b) to permit its use as a measure function. For this reason, another
special type of configuration
transformation
will now be defined. An endometric transformation
will be called isometric if, for every product-set

s=XiXX2X • • • XX„ formed from sets of 9,
(4)

P(E.)

= g(X1)?(X2) • ■ • <7(X„).

It will be shown later that every holometric transformation
is isometric
(see Theorem 4). Therefore, in the case of a holometric transformation,
the
function q(5) meets all the requirements
for a satisfactory
measure function,
and can therefore be extended, as indicated in §4, into an absolutely additive
set function defined on a Borel field 9. It is then possible to define a measure
function Q(d) on a field G consisting of subsets of the infinite product space

R=pXpX
Returning
to the discussion of iterated
transformations,
it will now be
shown that if T is holometric and T' is measurable, then T" is measurable.
Let <r denote the label-space
associated
with the sequence
z, and let
S=p.\Xp.zX
• ■ • Xfin denote a finite product-set on the ^-dimensional
product-space ffXffX • • • X<r. Further, let Hs denote the set of points y on R
such that the configuration
formed by the first n elements of z belongs to 5;
and let HSm denote the subset of Hs consisting of those points y for which
the configuration
c associated
with the element z(n; contains m elements.
Since T' is measurable, there exists a field S composed of subsets of a, such
that for every m and for every product-set
S formed from elements of S,
Hsm is measurable on R. Now, there corresponds to every sequence y the set
of sequence-sets x such that T(x) =y. Similarly, there corresponds to every
set of points y on R a set of points x on II. If K denotes any point set on R
and L the corresponding
point set on II, we shall presently show that L is
measurable provided K is measurable, and moreover P(L) —Q(K). But if the
set Hs™ be taken as the set K, the set L is the set E"sm associated with the
configuration
5 under the transformation
T". This not only shows that T"
is measurable if T' is measurable, but also that if T' is endometric, complete,
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holometric, or isometric, then T" has the same property.
To prove the above statement
regarding corresponding point sets on the
spaces R and II, first consider the case in which if is a simple cylinder-set

XiXX2X • • • XX„XpXpX

• • • , each X, being an element of 9'.

In this

case, it follows from (4) that P(L) =Q(K~), since T, being holometric, is therefore isometric (see Theorem 4). Now, the measure function Q{d) on the entire field G was secured by extension from its definition for simple cylindersets. Moreover, Lomnicki and Ulam have shown that this extension
is
unique(20). As the two measure functions
P(g) and Q(d) have the same
laws of combination,
the same equality must hold for all measurable sets.
A sequence of configuration
transformations
applied in succession to a
sequence-set x, so that we have Tn{ • • • r2[T\(x) ]} =z, will be called a chain.
It follows, of course, that all the transformations
of the chain, with the possible exception of T\, are one-dimensional.
The following theorem about
chains is an immediate consequence
of the above remarks.
Theorem
3. A chain of configuration transformations
transformation is measurable, and all the others holometric,
single, measurable configuration transformation.
If the final
the chain is endometric, complete, holometric, or isometric,
single transformation has the same property.

6. Classification

of configuration

transformations.

in which the final
is equivalent to a
transformation
of
then the equivalent

Consider the division

of any configuration
c for which f(c) is defined into two segments or subconfigurations
which shall have the following properties. The first segment
shall either be null, or else shall constitute
a configuration
for which /(c) is
defined. The second segment shall not be vacuous but otherwise shall contain
as few elements as possible. It is clear that such a division is always possible,
and is unique. The two segments so obtained will be called the initial segment
and the final segment of c. If a configuration function/(c)
is a function of the
final segment only of c, the corresponding
transformation
T is called symmetric. The transformation
associated with the "set-of-games"
problem is
evidently symmetric, as are all mixings, partitions, and combinations.
On the other hand, place selections are not, in general, symmetric.
An
example is a type of selection employed by various writers(21) in defining
special classes of canonical sequences, an operation which selects every element in a sequence which is preceded by a specified configuration.
Here two
configurations
on which selections are based may overlap, in which case the
transformation
is not symmetric.
It is easily verified that the class of symmetric transformations
possesses the iterative property previously mentioned.
The following are the principal theorems regarding the classification
of
configuration transformations:
(») Lomnicki and Ulam [l, pp. 250-251].

(M)Reichenbach [l, p. 291], Popper [l, p. 106], Ville [l, p. 70].
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transformation

is isometric.

Consider the finite product-set s=XiXX2X
■ • ■ XX„ in which each set X,is an element of the field 9 associated with the transformation
T; and let

M<= p— X,. Then if s' = (Xi+jui)X(X2+/i2)X

• • • X(X„+Mn), the correspond-

ing point set E,> on II has unit measure, since the only points x not contained
in this set are those for which T(x) terminates with fewer than n elements.
Since T is complete, the set of these points is of measure zero. Now, the
product s' can be expanded algebraically into a sum of 2" mutually exclusive
product sets, Si, s2, • • • , s2». In order to have the sum of their measures unity,
the measure of each of the corresponding
sets, E,v E,2, • • • , E,2„ (of which
one is the set E,) must have its maximum value according to (1).

Theorem

5. Every measurable symmetric transformation

is isometric.

Condition (4) can be satisfied, for the case n = 1, by defining q{8) = P(ES).
Assume that (4) holds for all («— l)-dimensional
product-sets,
and consider

the set s=XxXX2X • • • XXn. Let s' denote the set XiXX2X • • • XX„_i. Now,
the set E,'m can, by definition, be expressed in the form 2sTmX7rXirX • • • ,
where Km is a subset of the jw-dimensional
product-space
7rX7rX • • • Xir.
Let E, denote the set of points x such that the first element of y is an element
of 8, 8 being any subset of p. Then, E,-m-E, = KmXE\n,
where the latter
expression represents the set of all points * (regarded as sequences of points
of the space 7r) which can be formed by prefixing to any sequence x belonging
to the set E\n the configuration
formed by the m elements constituting
any
point of Km. It follows from the manner in which the function P{g) was con-

structed

that

P(KmXEx„)=P{E..m)P(Exn).

since, by definition,

the sets E,-m for different

clusive, P(E.)='EZ-iP(E.>m)P(Exn)=P(E..)q(\n).
duction.
Theorem

But E,=2>-JW-E.;
values

and

of m are mutually

This completes

ex-

the in-

6. Every measurable selection is endometric(2i).

Since, in the case of a selection, the label-spaces tt and p are identical,
take q(y)=p(y).
First, consider the case « = 1, where s=\u
If x belongs to
E,m, it follows from the definition of a selection that the first m — \ elements
of x determine whether or not the ?wth element will be selected, and that the
only role of the mX\\ element, so far as membership in the set E, is concerned,
is in determining whether the element selected belongs to the set Xi. Therefore, the set Erm can be expressed
in the form Ä"m_iXirX7rX
• • • , where
Km-i is a subset of the (m — l)-dimensional
space ttXttX
• • • Xir. Then,
Esm = Km^iXL,

that

where

L denotes

is, the set of all sequences

the

infinite

x having

product-set

XiXttXttX

as the first element

• • • :

a point of Xi.

(22) Feller [l,'pp. 92-93] gives a similar proof for the case in which each component
of s is either a particular set 7 or the complement t —y.

Xj
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Then, P(E,m) = P(Erm)pQ<i). Therefore,
00

00

P(£.) = £P(£.«) = EWM
m=l

= P(£-)i*(X0^ #(X0-

m=l

This proves the theorem for the case » = 1.
Now suppose the theorem to be true for all (« — l)-dimensional
productsets and consider a product-set 5 of n dimensions. Let s' denote the productset obtained by replacing the final element Xn of 5 by w, and let s" denote
the [n— l)-dimensional
product-set
obtained by deleting this element. Then,
by reasoning

similar

to that employed

in the case n= 1, P(Esm) = P(E,>m)p(\n).

Therefore,

P(E.) = EP(£sm)
Since

£,>

is clearly

gP(£,")o(Xn).

= lP(£,^(\»)

a subset

= P(E..)p(\n).

of E3>-, P(Ea>) ^P(£S"),

But, by hypothesis,

whence

(1) holds for the product-set

P(£„)

s". This

completes the induction.
The properties of the four fundamental
operations of von Mises are of
particular
interest.
First considering
measurability,
every combination
is
measurable
if there exists a measure function on it satisfying the requirements previously laid down, for the field 9 can then be chosen as identical
with <£. The partition is measurable, provided the set y on which the selection is based (see §2) belongs to the field
for in this case the set y together
with all its subsets which are also elements of
constitutes
a field 9 which
is identical with a subfield of <f>.The measure function q(8) is defined by

«7(5)= p(d)/p(y).
The mixing is measurable provided there exists on the space p a field 9 into
which some subfield of <3?is transformed by the mixing. No general statement
can be made regarding the measurability
of place selections.
The mixing, partition, and combination,
being all symmetric transformations, are, by Theorem 5, isometric when measurable.
Every measurable
mixing or combination is evidently complete. Finally, all measurable partitions are complete (unless p(y)=0),
since it is easily shown that the set of
points x on n containing only a finite number of elements of y is of measure
zero.
7. Illustration. An illustration of the application of configuration transformations is to be found in the definition given by Copeland(23) for an admissible variale. Let the space x consist of all real numbers, and let p consist
of the two labels 0 and 1. Let ft, rit • • • , rk, n be a set of integers such that
0<ri<r2<
• • • <rk^n,
and let It, h, ■ ■ ■ , Ik be a set of real intervals,
(«) Copeland [l, pp. 543-547].
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open on the left and closed on the right. The configuration function /(c) will
be defined for those and only those configurations
in which the number of
elements is an integral multiple of n. Its value is determined
by the last n
elements of the configuration,
and is 1 if and only if the r;th of these last n
elements falls in the interval /; for each i (i = 1, 2, • • • , k). We shall call any
transformation
T thus defined a Copeland transformation.
If F(t) is any monotonic function such that F( — °°) =0 and F(<*>) = 1, a label-sequence
x is said
to be an admissible variate with respect to the function F{t) provided the
relative frequency of the label 1 in the corresponding
sequence y = T(x) tends
to the limit TJ_*=ifndF(t+0),
for every possible choice of the integers
fii ri, • ■ ■ , rk, n and of the intervals Ii.
Given any function F(t) satisfying the above conditions, Copeland shows
that there exists an admissible variate with respect to F(t). We shall show
that almost every variate x is admissible with respect to any such function
F(t). Let the field <£ consist of all real intervals I open on the left and closed
on the right, and all finite sums of such intervals; and for each such interval I,
let p{I) = fidF(t-\-0).
Consider the Copeland transformation
T resulting from
a particular choice of the integers fi, r2, • • • , r*, n and the intervals 7,. This
transformation
is clearly measurable, and being symmetric and complete, is
therefore holometric. By Theorem 2, almost every sequence x is regular under
any denumerable set of Copeland transformations.
As F{t) is a monotonic
function, it has at most a denumerable
set of discontinuities.
Let the set G
consist of all those intervals I whose end points are either rational points or
points of discontinuity
of F(t). Now let the setZ> consist of all possible Copeland transformations
based only on intervals belonging to G. D is then a denumerable set, and almost every sequence x is regular under every transformation of D. But such a sequence is regular under all Copeland transformations, since, for any interval I, it is possible to select a sequence of intervals

Iii -T*.* * * i all belonging to G, such that

8. General remarks. Although the theorems of Wald(24) are more general
than those of this paper in that they apply to all selections, no measure theory
is developed for appraising sets of sequences, and transformations
other than
selections are not considered. Feller(25) avoids the assumption
of absolute
continuity
and the limitation
to measurable
selections by constructing
a
modified (and somewhat arbitrary)
measure function in terms of which all
configuration
functions are measurable.
It is not known whether this principle can be extended to transformations
other than selections.
(") Wald [1].
(») Feller [l].
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There are certain interesting
non-endometric
transformations,
which
nevertheless
possess the regularity property of Theorem 2. No necessary
and sufficient condition for this property is at present known. Nor is it known
whether the general (non-symmetric)
configuration
transformation
can be replaced by a set of operations of the von Mises types.
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